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ABSTHACT

The recent measurements of elect rovvoak interaction processes are reviewed. When higher order corrections are included,
in the theoretical prediction, an excellent, agreement with (lie experimental results is observed. The fitted magnitudes
of the corrections allow a prediction of the top mass to be made : m<,,p — Wl («eVijji" *•'"-' ' a s t error corresponds to
a fill- ItIIII) CicV range for (he Higgs boson mass. The data do not have yet significant sensitivity to the Higgs mass.

Int roduct ion

It is now well known that, within the framework of
tin1 .standard model all the experimental observables
can he calculated with perturbative expansion tech-
niques. At the tree level, only three experimental input,
are needed to determine all the predictions. These are
IaIv(1Ii usually as n the QKI) coupling (known tow 10"')
(!;.• taken from the // decay (known to K. 2 x K)"5) and
M/. which is now known to better than 10~'1.

However the loop corrections or vertex corrections
involve masses and couplings of other known particles
(ndsc quarks and leptons) or of postulated particles (top
quarks, Higgs bosons, Susy particles, e t c . ) .

In this report the data will be confronted with the
smallest extension of the bestiary of elementary par-
ticles (a lop qiiark and a single Higgs boson). This
corresponds to the so called Minimal Standard Model
(MSM). Parametrisation of possible deviations from this
simplest approach will be given in the review of G.
Altarellifl]. The experimental data will be the results of
;/ experiments at CERN or FERMILAB and Z" results
from LEP and SLC". In view of the remarkable progress
in the statistical error of the observables over the past
years the emphasis of this report will be on conveying
I he physics causes of the systematical errors.

The results of the four LEP experiments will be av-
eraged, taking into account, common systematic errors,
by following a procedure which, for the lineshape re-
sults, has been outlined in a common publication of the
four collaborations^]. For the oilier LEP experimental
results, the common systematic error evaluation proce-
dure ha?; I)C(Mi defined, after discussion inside the four
LKP experiments elect roweak working group. In (lie
case of the heavy quark results the procedure is still
very preliminary.

Neutr ino «lfictron scat ter ing

Results from the Charm Il experiment on this re-
action have been reported at this conference^!]. The
experimental signature is rather simple: it is the obser-
vation in a fine grain detector of an electron ejected at
small angle to the neutrino direction. The main back-
grounds have a widar angular distribution which is ex-
trapolated by Monte Carlo evaluation under the signal
peak as shown on figure 1.
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Figure 1: Number of u,,-e candidates as function of the
main discriminating variable ]•),,()';. The signal and main
background contributions are indicated.

The cross sections of vtlc~ or i'lt(~ scattering are
written as

r/o-""1"" fr'j..s ., , .,
-JJj = - £ - [.'/;../? + Hhj.( I - .'/)-] ( I )

where (he standard 7Pi>v coupling have been assumed,
and y is V,r/K1,



ratio of tin1 cross section R is then and

r = .38

T Ha

Tlio valuo of sin'-'0iv found is

= .2324 ± .0062 ± .0059 (3)

About half of the systematic error is due to the proce-
dure of background evaluation and half to the uncer-
tainty in the relative v, u flux determination.

This value is in good agreement with the Sm1OIy
measured at LFP .2322 ± .0006 as expected in MSM
calculations corrected at the one loop level. This agree-
ment is not trivial since the Q- of the two measurements
are very different.

For example the v, v cross section at this low
Q- (< .1 GeV") could bo modified by the existence of a
7' boson, while the Z' contribution would be negligible
at the Z" energy where the Z0 couplings are enhanced.

ITOIM an analysis of Charm II data and other low
energy data and its comparison whith LEP data it is
possiblef'l] to exclude a Z' boson of mass < 462 GeV
(!K) % ( '.L.) (assuming standard couplings for this extra
7J).

The CDF experiment at. the Fermilab collider, has
performed a direct, search for such a Z' (with standard
couplings). Their result excludes the existence of a Z'
ifm z . < 495GeV[5].

It. is also possible to compare the u,,e scattering re-
action measured by Charm II to the invisible Z0 width
measured at LEP. Both reactions are proportional to
the product of Z0 couplings to electron and to neutrino
(v = U11 for Charm II while v = \/'.\(ve + U11 + fT) at
LFP). From this comparison a test of the equality of
the v couplings is derived:

.'/.-„ = \(g*. + .</,« + 9ur K-994 ± .033) (4)

Neutrino miclnoii scattering

The ratio of charged (CC) to neutral current (NC)
neutrino scattering cross sections is mainly sensitive to
the ratio Mw/Mz (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Tree level diagrams corresponding to NC and
CC neutrino scattering

f turns out. to bo a very small correction ta .05 ± .003.
The CCFR collaboration has presented its final result
based on .5xlOr' CC and NCeventsat this conference^}].

The NC and ( "C candidates are recognized by the
characteristic penetration of the// produced in charged
current. The result, obtained is

M'A-sw - [ - "TTT = -n'n ± 0026 ± .0035 ± .0037 (8)
i l /s (stal ) (syst ) (model)

The main experimental systematics is caused by the
small contamination of ve in the i/,, beam since CC
events caused by ue scattering are identified as NC events.

The model error is mainly linked to the uncertainty
in the Charm production but corrections for a non isos-
calar target and for possible contribution of a sea of
Charm quark are also important.

The CCFR result can be averaged wi!.!< previous
similar result from ('DHS and CHARM[T, 8] however
the model uncertainty is to a large extent correlated.

The published CDHS and CHARM Sfv values are
.2250 and .2340 respectively. They have to be cor-
rected for the presently favoured value of the top mass
(« 150 GeV) while a much lower value (45-60 GeV) was
used in their published analysis. The CDHS - CHARM
average is then

S,2,- = .2295 ± .0035 ± .005 (9)
(si at+syst) (model)

Ih = Mj r
(5)

where

1 - isiirOw + 10/<).stV'(V(1 4- r) _ {

I - 2Sm1Ow + *inA0w

The CCFR result is therefore consistent (1.3 s.d)
with the previous value. The overall average is

2
Sw = 1 - '-T^- = '̂ 256 ± .0047. ( 10)

My,



Z" Liiicshapo result. Cross sortions and partial
widths.

The cross sections e+c~ —>• (i?",7) -» / / , where
/ / are the various fermions (leptons and quarks), are
measured as function of energy at LEP. The results are
fitted to an energy dependent cross section

LEP TidExperiment

I = Vpeak

+ 7 terms

+ Interference terms

_

(H)

(12)

The interference and 7 terms are taken from the-
ory. The QED 7 term is well known ; the interference
term is small and has insignificant effect on every ob-
servables hut the Z0 mass, and can be calculated with
the necessary accuracy from the MSM formalism. The
observed cross section results from a convolution of the
()"' order cross section above, with a spectral function
which accounts for the effect of radiative corrections.
The overall fitting is done by LEP experiments with
the programs MIZA or ZFITTER.[9, 10]. The result
of the fit are M7l,Vz-^had and R?llt,T = Vhad/Ve,,,,T
(G parameter fits). When assuming lepton universality
('I parameter fit) a value of Re is otbained.

Mz

Since no scan was performed in 92 the Mz value
is the one obtained from the 91 data. The only im-
portant systematic is the uncertainty in the absolute
energy scale of LEP. The breakthrough in 1991 was the
use of the depolarization resonance of the machine to
calibrate its energy. A paper was published by the four
LEP experiments together with the LEP energy cali-
bration group[ll]. The overall result is Mz = 91.187±
.004 ± .006. The remaining systematic error of 6 MeV is
due to instability of LEP energy, the main cause being
thermal effects and the combined tidal effect of the sun
and the moon which changes the machine radius. Since
ISi)I, a dedicated experiment (Fig. 3) has allowed to
calibrate accurately the tide effect. The temperature of
the machine is now followed with a better accuracy. It
is thus believed that, the systematical error on Mz from
the ongoing 1993 scan will be about 2.5 MeV.

Vy.

The results of the 91 scan for the 4 LEP experiments
are shown on figure 4. Again the main systematic (com-
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Figure 3: Measured effects of the moon and sun tidal
force on the LEP energy.

mon to the 4 experiments) is the uncertainty on the ex-
act energy for a given point of the scan. For the 1991
data this effect has been evaluated to be 4.5 MeV. It
is hoped to reduce this source of error to 2 MeV in the
93 scan. The next source of systematic» is the uncer-
tainty on the 77 —»• qq background which gives a flat
contribution underneath the Z0 resonance. The errors
are about 2 MeV for each experiment but are measured
independently and are not expected to be correlated.
The systematics from uncertainty in the radiative cor-
rection programs are believed to be less than about 1
MeV.

"had

The 1991 data from the 4 LEP experiments are
fmal[12] however the results from the 92 data which
have been reported at this conference are preliminary.
Two main sources of systematic error should be consid-
ered.

The first one affects also the ratio of hadron to lep-
ton partial widths and is caused by uncertainty in the
efficiency calculation and the 77 background subtrac-
tion, its effects varies between .15% and .2% depending
on the experiment. The second error is due to the lu-
minosity determination. In all four experiments the lu-
minosity is measured using small angle Bhabha events
and the corresponding theoretical cross section. The
systetnatics from the apparatus accuracy was between
.6% and .5% in 91 and 92 and was linked to imperfect



mechanical accuracy and modelling of the acceptance.
Iu the last montlis of 92 Al.KIMI lias introduced a new
calorimeter made of a sandwich of tungsten plates and
silicon pad del ret ors. The new eompaet geometry al-
lows the 70 nun internal radius defining the acceptance
to l>e determined to 18 microns ! The homogeneity in
R and y- of the detector is also excellent: finally the ex-
perimental systematic is evaluated as .1.VX and should
he improved to Ari in Ii)SLS through better tempera-
ture control. In IiHW OPAL will install a very similar
detector and should therefore reach a similar accuracy.

r\
2.501 ± 0.011

2.482 ±0.01 E

2.493 + 0.010
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X2AJOf = 0.8

2.489 ± 0.007 GeV

COM. SYST. ± 5 MeV
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l igure I: Results of the 7.'' width measurements. The
standard model prediction as function of the top mass
is presented. The numerical errors quoted correspond
In the four experimental results as reported and include
all systematic* However. Io give a graphical impression
of the agreement between (IK1 various results the COlIi-
MiIiIi systematic-, error quoted last has been subtracted
before drawing the error bars.

However there is a systematic error common to all
four experiments which is the uncertainty in the the-
oretical cross section. All experiments now use the
Monte Carlo program HHIJ ! Ml [ l : t ] which generates

events with a cross section computed with all I lie or-
der n corrections, the leading-log terms of order a" and
some of the next-to-leading log terms; the present the-
oretical error from the missing terms and technical ap-
proximations in the Monte Carlo is ().:?%. There is hope
to decrease this to .15% in a not to distant fuiure[14].
The present data, on <rji,,,f measurements is shown on
figure ").
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Figure 5: Hadronic peak cross section results. The error
definitions on figure 5 and subsequent figures are as in
figure I.

R1 = Vh.^/Vi

The ratio Ii,- is independent of the luminosity error
and depends only on l||e rafio of lindrolis to lepUms
cross sections and therefore on the relative acceptance.
The statistics of each I.KP experiment ami their esti-
mate of systematic errors are given in Table 1.

The systematic in the acceptance ami the -)-, back-
ground which are mainly important for the tan channel
are evaluated independently and should not be corre-
lated between experiments. The electronic width IV
represents a sperial case since there is a rather large con-
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stal..

103 events
P+r
stat.

1O:) events
Chad

<r»
(TT

ALEPH
'91

451

55

0.2%
0.4%
0.5%
0.6%

'92
prel.

686

82

0.17%
0.4%
0.5%
0.5%

DELPHI

'91

365

37

0.2%
0.5%
0.5%
0.75%

'92
prel.

695

76

0.28%
0.6%
0.5%

0.75%

L3
'91

423

40

0.15%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%

'92
prel.

677

58

0.14%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%

OPAL
'91

454

58

0.20%
0.45%
0.25%
0.76%

'92
prel.

733

58

.22%

.30%

.32%

.50%

Table 1. The number of events and systematic error for the hadronic and
lepton rates for each of the 4 LEP experiments.

ti'ibution from the t channel photon exchange to the
reaction f+r~ —* r+r~ which has to be subtracted.
Since there is no Monte Carlo program, including sec-
ond order radiative corrections, which is available to
generate large angle Bhabha events, the procednre is
intricate. The event, selection efficiency is calculated
with the help of a Monte Carlo program correct only
in first order (BABMC) and the t Channel effects are
then substracted with the help of analytical programs
including second order radiative effects, Alibaba or 40
Thieves[15]. This procedure, used by all four experi-
ments introduces a common systematic error of about
0.2% on <Tff and a negligible error on Re « .07%.

Because of mass effect R7 is different from Re and
R11 by about 2.3 x 10~3. The value of R( given below
(Fig. 6) has been corrected for this mass effect and
corresponds to an "average lepton" of zero mass.

Derived quantities V(, YinVlns, ^had

The fit procedure presented above yields
Mz, Vz,Chad, Ht- From these using the relations 13 and
14 Vi,ad and Vi can be derived

Chad = Mzrl

ft = ̂ r
Finally the value of T1n,, defined as

!'(„„ = T 7 - T w - ( F , + I1,, +l \ )

is obtained from equation (13) and (15)

\2vRi

(13)

(14)

(15)

1 ""• _ a,- x — -
V1 ~ ' " IV V M%frhad

• N ' hadron

ALEPH - o

DELPHI _ _ o .

L3

OPAL

LEP

^ AU,«±7MeV

^ M»,,»I60.1000)GeV «

M «.-0.120*0.00«

201T^

/ ' lepton

-é

i

I

o

O

20.68 ±0.10

20.65 ±0.11

20.92 ±0.11

20.8510.09
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: COM. SYST. < 0.02

!
2SU. • » I I I J

20.8 21.0 21
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Figure 6: Ratios between hadronic and leptonic Z0 par-
tial widths

The results of V/ and N1, are presented in figure 7,8.

The value of Vv/Vt is predicted in the standard
model to be indépendant of ii]tnp and »»//,w , since
higher order electroweak corrections largely cancel in
this ratio. It is predicted to he 1.994 ± .003 N1, while
for N1, = 3 the experiments measure:
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Figure 7: Kesults on leptonie partial widths. The mean
width Vt has been corrected to correspond (o a lepton
of zero mass

r,-,,,,/IV = (1 .98 ± . 0 1 8 ) x 3. (17)

This accurate limit on extra causes of invisible Z"
decay modes has been used in various searches for par-
ticles outside the MSM (charginos, pseudosc.alar Higgs
e t c . ) . Furthermore since the relative couplings of the
Z to leptons and neutrinos is predicted and measured
so accurately, it provides an efficient, testing ground for
the existence of Z' bosons predicted in some models.
These Z' could mix with the Z boson and change the
effective relative Z couplings to lepton, neutrinos and
<|iiarks of charge 1/3 and 2/3. The L3 collaboration
has performed an overall (it to its result[l6] and ex-
cludes mixing angles in the range ss .015, .03 depend-
ing on the models. Inspection of the analysis shows
that the main sensitivity comes through the N1, and lit
measurements.

The measurement of He allows to obtain a measure-
ment, of «.s- since the hadronic couplings are modified
by real and virtual gliion emission. Actually the total
width of the Z is also affected by the modification of the
hadronic couplings but, since no scan was performed in

Figure 8: Number of neutrino families

92, the main sensitivity on <>..,•. in the present data, is
coming from the Rf value.

The modification of H by these QCI) corrections
have been calculated by various authors[17] and can be
parametrized as

/?„= 10. JM ± .03

yielding: a s = .123 ±.008 (18)

An overall fit using also the Vy. information provides
«s = .120 ± .006 ± .002(Hi//). It should be noted that
this value has decreased by about one s.d. since the
Dallas conference partly due to new data and partly
to a new evaluation of accept mice correction to the Ur
measurements.

The total hadroiiic width derived from the lits is
1'/,«,/ = 1-7-It) ± .0Ot)(JeV.



llinlivnic partial width I - J / . I . I ' I / . I

The rate Of(1V(MItS whore linal stale photon radiation
has I)C(Mi produced by a (piark can ho used in principle
Io extract separately the charge 2/3 and 1/3 partial
widths (T11, \\i) using :

[2\\, + 3

[svu + s (19)

The possibility of gluoii radiation results in large
Q( 'I) correction (v 1.7) to a naive tree level calculation.
!Jesuits from L3 and OPAL[IS] are found in Table 2.
The agreement with the SM is good within the rather
large errors. ALfOPII and I)KLPIII have produced a
similar analysis hut consider qt/i events as tools to test
Q(1O models and do not extract values of P1, and Vd-

P11 MeV
Vd MeV

L:{

result
235 ± 56
417 ± 3 8

OPAL
result

242 ± 46
419 ± 3 0

S.M.
prediction

296
380

Table 2. Results of separate up-type and down-type
quark partial widths obtained from the </</7 rate

Hit = I' h:id

In addition to the usual loops or vertex E-W cor-
rections which affect, all the Z° partial widths, the 66
partial width receives a sizable contribution from a ver-
tex correction (Fig. 9).

W ^

Figure 9: Diagrams of the vertex corrections to the bb
partial width involving the top quark

This contribution can be written, in the limit of large.
i t i r . a s

6

It can provide a determination of m,,,r independent of
m//. Furthermore in extensions of the standard model
the 7. M> vertex can receive special contributions because
of the high h mass or its large CKM angle with the
lop quark (a possible candidate, for such an effect, is a
charged IIiggs exchange).

In principle information about the r(l(, vertex cor-
rection is already available in Rf — Vi,,i,t/Vt since l'(,;, is
contained in I'/,,,,;. In practice, Hf provides also a use-
ful constraint as shown in[!9]. HoWeV(T, conceptually,
as accuracy improves, one would prefer to reserve Rf

to measure as and to extract the bh vertex correction
directly from Vh-b/Vhad.

Remarkable progress has been made on measure-
ment of this parameter since the Dallas conference. 14
measurements from LEP and one from SLD are now
available. Three methods of tagging H quark events
have been used :
a) a Ieplon tag : it uses the presence of a lepton at, high
transverse momentum to the b jot. This tag can have
a high purity but. suffers from low efficiency.
b) an event shape tag : it uses characteristic kinemat-
ical variables of the event linked to the high mass and
high average momentum of the B mesons. It is efficient
but has a rather low purity.
c) a lifetime tag : it uses the accurate tracking from the
silicon microvertex detectors installed in SLD, ALEPII,
DFILPUI and OPAL to recognize B mesons by a high
multiplicity of tracks not originating from the main
event vertex (because of the long B lifetime). This
method ofiers the best compromise of efficiency and pu-
rity.

The efficiency and purity have to be calibrated, this
can be done in two ways :
a) by Monte Carlo ; the method has a small statistical
error but suffers from model dependence and therefore
implies a largo systematic error (4% - 9%).
b) by the data itself ; dividing the events in two hemi-
spheres the tags are applied independently on each side
and the efficiency evaluated from the correlation be-
tween the two results. The method is less efficient than
pure Monte Carlo but systematics decrease to 1.5% -
3%. This is clearly the way of the future and ideally
a method should be found to calibrate by the data the
tag efficiency separately for b, c, and uds quarks.

A complete review of this complicated subject has
been presented in Parallel session 14[2O]. The average
result, for each collaboration is indicated in figure 10.
The central average value Rt, = .2200 favors a negative
w2. The \ 2 of the Ri, result vs top mass is presented
in figure 11.

\ 2 = (/^experimental - «(,calculated)2/"'2^*) (21)

A \ 2 of 4 limit would seem to imply that at 95% CL. a
value !»,„,, > 204 GeV is excluded. However it is known
from the CIM1VOO search[21] that mior < 113 GeV is
excluded i.e. inside the M.S.M. only values of Rb < .218
are allowed. Renormalizing the probability distribution
to the "allowed" region yields a limit tnlor < 221 GeV
(95% CM..).



n b = 1 bb / I had
ALEPH
.221 ± .0030

DELPHI
.216 ±.0060

L3
.221 ± .0063

OPAL
.2155 ±.0057

SLD _ _
.2135 ±.019

Average
.220 ± .0023 (assuming no correl.)

± .0027 (with correl.)
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Figure 11: \ 2 of Rj as function of the top mass

Asymmetries (surOffi)

The various asymmetries measured in production
and decays of the 7" at. r + r~ colliders are sensitive to
the interference between vector and axial vector cou-
plings. In practice they yield the ratio of the neutral
cniiplings of the leptons g{-/g't = 1 - '1 si i r f l j , . .

.'1/.H

This is the most efficient observable, (if you h ,w at
your disposal a longitudinally polarized electron beam !)

n(Pf- = L)-(T(P,- = Ii) J_
(T(P,- = L) + (T(P,- = Ii) X Pr

(22)

P1. is the average r beam polarization, I he polariza-
tion sign (L1H) corresponds to left handed (L) or right
handed (R) electrons, <r is (lie total Z production cross
section; (his explains the large eflicieiicy of the iuelliod
compared to other asymmetries.

SLAC has developed a polarized beam with a special
G.4 A.s gun illuminated by a polarized laser. In li)!)2 a
22% polarization was achieved and the SLD experiment
collected H) 000 Z0 events yielding[22]

A LR = A,=
2( 1 -

1 + ( 1 -4.s;»-'0iv)-
= . 10(1 ± .OM ± .001

= .2378 ± .005(5 (23)

During the 1093 data taking, the polarization was
improved to (50% by the use of a strained lattice cathode
and 50 kZn were collected.

The expected statistical error on s i i r f l i r is
SJ ± .0008 but the analysis is not finalized yet. False
asymmetries from background or luminosity measure-
ment have to be monitored carefully. However the main
systematics is from the uncertainty on the knowledge of
the beam polarization at the interaction point, which
is measured by polarized light scattering. It is hoped
that (his measurement can be done at a 1.5% level. The
main systematic error would then be smaller than about
1/3 the statistical error.

Lepton asymmetries

From a fit of the r + r~ , / / + //~, r + i ~ angular distri-
butions (subtracting carefully the I channel contribu-
tion in this last case), the raw forward backward asym-
metries are obtained. They are corrected for QICP ef-
fects and initial state radiation to provide

3

where

A1 =

(24)

(25)

Together with I hi' leptonic partial width measure-
ment IV oc (;/'t)-' + (u{)J- The A/./j results allow to
extract ijv.a,\ and siir'fl^- .

Data from the 8S1-92 period have been reported at
this conference[23j and are presented in ligure(12).
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X2ZdOf = 0.4

& 0.0161 ± 0.0019

-250

-200 >"

IU

150 f

-100

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03

Figure 12: Results for the leptons forward backward
asymmetries

IIio systematic error can only come from defects of
tin- apparatus that are charge and F-B asymmetric ;
they are therefore very small (« .2 - .3%) and inco-
herent between different, leptons (different parts of the
apparatus are used for signature) and between experi-
ments.

to the statistical error. For the TT channel t he systematic
error comes from the energy dependence of I lie select ion
efficiency and from uncertainty on the background iron)
wwu events.

7T

Channel

P
( 'hannel

ALKPIl
DKLPIII

L3
OPAL

ALEPH
DELPHI

L3
OPAL

PT results
-.133 ± .031 stat.
-.212 ± .038
-.150 ± .028
-.093 -t .057
-.150 ± .031
-.119 ± .028
-.123 ± .019
-.180 ± .060

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

.018syst.

.040

.031

.052

.030

.031

.025

.040

Table 3. Results of tan polarization measurements in
the IT and p decay channels from the four LEP

experiments

For the p Channel the sensitivity comes from the
energy asyiuinet ry between the decay products of the p
(TT* and ff") hence the systematic comes from the mod-
elling of the 7r" energy extraction in !lie calorimeters
in presence of nearby energy deposit from the charged
pion.

In view of the very different. LEP calorimeters (BGO,
lead-glass, gas-lead sandwich) and their different granu-
larities these systematics e-rors are taken as incoherent
between the experiments; however it. is also clear from
inspection of Table 3 that progress will be difficult in
future years.

The tau polarization measurements are corrected for
small QED effects due to photon exchange term and
initial state radiation.

As a function of cosO the T polarization is given as

T polarization

The helicity of the tau produced in the reaction
r+r~ — /?" — r + r ~ can be measured through a (it
of the momentum distributions of the tan decay prod-
ucts (e, //, ir,p, A]). The sensitivity is smaller in the
leptonic decay modes because of the missing informa-
tion linked to (lie presence of the two neutrinos in the
final slate. In table 3 the results are presented for the
/T anil fi channels for the 'I LKP experiments[24].

ALKlMI results comes from the final 90-91 data anal-
ysis while OI'AL results are still preliminary results of
90 + 91 data and DKLPIII and L3 have reported pre-
liminary average from 90 + 91 + 92 data.

On most results the systematic error are about equal

(2(5)

Averaging over eos(? one obtains the mean < PT > val-
ues = AT given in figure(l3). From the angular distri-
bution of P7- one can also fit a polarization asymmetry
which yields a value for AF.

Because of calorinietric or tracking difficulties DEL-
PHI, L3 and OPAL restrict their polarization analysis
to the central angular range (|ro«0| < .7). This re-
duces the usefulness of a polarization asymmetry analy-
sis. The results of ALKPII are fitted over the full range
-.9 < rosO < .9. The results are presented in figure
(14). It should be noted that, the syslematics mentioned
above for the P r measurement cancel to a large extend
when performing the polarization asymmetry. This av-
enue should therefore be pursued.



x Polarization

ALEPH A°

DELPHI A°

L3 Aj

OPAL A?

LEP A?

/ \M,.j7 MeV

M,, .160.10001 GeV

0.143 ±0.023

0.151 ±0.029

0.130 ±0.024

0.115±0.0-.6

X2/dol - 0.20

0.138 ±0.014

0.1 0.2

- 250

- 200 ^
Q)

S
- 150 S

- 100

0.3

Pol. Asyrnm. A°=-4/3xPT
FB

ALEPH A°

OPAL A°

Lepton Univ.

0.120 + 0.026

H.229 ± 0.083

0.100 ±0.044

0.130 ±0.025

0.138 + 0.014

0.134 ±0.012

Xz/dof = 0.4

Figure 13: Tan polarization results

Tlio gi . g,t values obtained for each lepton species
liDin the partial width IV./<,r> the (Af#) f / (T a'i<l the
A,, AT from r polarization measurements are shown on
figure( 15). (iood agreement is observed with the lepton
universality hypothesis and with the M.S.M. for a top
mass value of about 150 (JrV.

Heavy quarks asymmetries

As outlined in equation (24) above, the fermion asym-
metries are proportional to the product A€ x Aj.
Recause of the large values of Aj for b or c quarks
(A1 « .93, .66) compared to Ae{Af « .08) larger values
of asymmetries are expected, compared to lepton asym-
metries, allowing accurate measurement, of sin~0(y .

In the classical method of Ayn(hh), used since many
years in r + r~ experiments, t.he b quark events are se-
lected by the presence of a lepton from I) seniilepl.onie
decays emitted at high /'/• with respect to the B jet
direction. The Ihrust axis of the event is taken as the
approximate </</ direction and the lepton diaige is used
to sign the decay of a b or b quark. The purity of the
selected event in direct, b— /(+X decays is 70-75% (de-
pending on the experiment) and 75-82 % for b —• r + x
decays.

Figure 14: Results on tan polarization asymmetry and
comparison of Ar. A7 and Am

-0.5

0.5025

c'

•

yf

4 (1

M, = 250 GeV

M1= 50

S

GeV

N
\

\

- "

M

•

-0.04 -0.03 -0.02
Pv

Figure 15: Vector and axial vector coupling of 1 lie |ep-
lfiiis (gi-, g.i)- The standard model predictions are
shown as a shaded band. The ellipses are one standard
deviation contours (:)!• % probability).
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Tlic main backgrounds are misidentified leptons, lop-
Ions Cn)Ni ( 'liiirni and mostly IVoin (lie cascade h—* c —»
I" which gives loplons oC the wrong sign. Data have to
lie corrected Cor the BB mixing of B% an<l B" which
lli|>s the quark charge. This mixing is measured by the
LIOP experiments using a sample oC like sign and oppo-
site sign dilcpton events. The final results[25] quoted
in ligure(lfi) has been corrected with an average value
or, the mixing parameter \ = H-r)± .009 ± .006. The
main systematic error on A F « ( 6 6 ) is caused by the un-
certainty in the relative 6 —' r —* t/b —* £ contribution
related to imperfection in the modelling of the decays.

AFB(bb)
ALEPH lept

DELPHI lept

L3 lept

OPAL lept

ALEPH jetc

DELPHI jetc

LEP

stal, syst.
error error

0.081 ±0.010 ±0.003

0.102 ±0.016 ±0.012

0.091 ±0.010 ±0.006

0.091 ±0.018*0.007

O.110±0.O12±0.005

0.116 ±0.019 ±0.021

0.094 + 0.006

COM. SYST. ±0.003
INCLUDED

0.03
1 . .

o.to 0.15

An,(bb)

Figure 16: Forward-backward asymmetry of 66 events
measured with the lepton signature (lept) or the jet
charge method (jet c). The common systematics quoted
is a preliminary evaluation of common model uncertain-
ties and errors from uncertainty in the mixing parame-
ter \

A new method has been used by the AFyEPH and
I)KLPIII Collaborations to measure Api)(bb)[2(ï\. As in
some of the \'u measurements discussed above the 66
events are selected by a lifetime tag in one hemisphere of
the event. The efficiency and purity of the 66 selection
are respectively 25%, 88% for ALEPlI and 15%, 80%
for I)RLPHI (the difference being due to differences in
the algorithm and to the existence of two dimensional
information in the case of the ALEPII vertex detector).

These numbers an; far superior to what can be achieved
with a lept.on tag. However information on the b or 6
content, of the jet. has thon to be obtained. This is done
in both analysis by measuring the weighted jet charge,
related to the quark charge, in the hemisphere opposite
to the one use for the lifetime tag.

(27)
pK

The efficiency of the charge determination is then
calibrated either by Monte Carlo simulation (for the
DELPHI analysis) or by experimental measurements
(for the ALEPH analysis). The experimental calibra-
tion of the mean charge can be obtained either from
events where the b charge is known from the presence
of a lepton in the other hemisphere or from a study of
the charge correlation between the two hemispheres ;
both results agree. The experimental determination of
the mean b jet charge allows a considerable reduction
of the systematic error.

Asymmetries of the c quark have been measured us-
ing either a signature from leptons (correcting for the
high Pr leptons from b states) or from the presence
of a high momentum D*, from the c quark fragmenta-
tion. Because of the poorer signature, both the statis-
tical and systematic error on hpu(cc) are considerably
worse than in the case of 66 asymmetries.

The final results given in figure 16 and 17 have, to
be corrected for radiative corrections, QED and QCD
effects. The corrected values are

A°FB(bb) = 0.098 ±.006

(28)

QF B '• tl>e Jd charge asymmetry

The principle of the method is similar to the one
described above to measure b quark asymmetries from
the jet charge, but the method is now applied globally
to the hadronic events averaging over all quark flavors.
Results[27] have been published from OPAL and DEL-
PHI based on 90-91 data, ALEPH has published an
analysis based on 1990 data and has reported at this
conference preliminary results from 90-91-92 data (Fig.
18).

Various algorithms are used to obtain a sensitive
estimate of the jet. charge, the most acute problem be-
ing the calibration of the mean charge for the differ-
ent quark species. This was originally done by Monte
Carlo simulations which introduce a large systematic
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terror from fragmentation models uncertainty. In its re-
Ci1Mt analysis AIJOPlI has injected experimental data in
the calibration procedure, either for selected b quark
(1ViMiIs as described above in the Ai-n(bb) analysis or
from studies of charge correlations between the two
hémisphères. This procedure has allowed a reduction
of the systematic error; however it is clear that future
progress will depend on experimental calibration of the
jet charge of the u, d, s, c species.

ALEPH lept

LJ lept

OPAL lept̂

ALEPH D1 _

-o+

DELPIIlD' r

OPAL D* t

LEP l

SVEt.
error

0.099 ±0.020 ±0.017

stal.
error

0.060 ± 0.022 ± 0.026

0.014 ±0.030 ±0.020

0.068 ±0.042 ±0.009

0.107 ±0.075 ±0.013

0.052 ± 0.028 ± 0.011

0.066 ±0.015

COM. SYST. ±0.007
INCLUDED

0.02 0.07* " 0.12

Figure 17: Forward-backward asymmetry of ce events
measured with the lepton signature (lept) or a D* sig-
nature (I)*)

The various asymmetries described above can all be
related tosiirfl , / ' defined above (equation 2.S). Strictly
speaking the quark asymmetries have different, vertex
corrections than the leptonic ones and therefore corre-
spond to a different. a\n~0\v but, in pratice the effect, is
minute. All the extracted values of siirflj/1' agree with
each other (Fig. H') and their average is

shrO\ls = .2:52*2 ± .0006. (2Jl)

0 2317+0.0013 + 0.0011

, 0.2345 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0027

0.2321 ±0.0017 ±0.0028

= 0.23

0.2320*0.0011 +0.0011

-250

-200 5-

- 150 a

100

0 225 0.230 0.235 0 240

Figure 18: Measurement of sin2tf[y from the global
hadron forward-backward asymmetry

Global fit to the Standard Model parameters

In the minimal standard model framework all ob-
servables can be uniquely predicted once the values of
OQA'O. ('!•% Mz > »s , intnp and the Higgs boson mass
mi, are specified. Conversely, from a global fit of all ob-
servables one can obtain predictions for i»t,,r and HI/,.

The fitted observables from LKP are /l/jj, Yy,, sin2fljy
l({Rt),l\j,/Vhad- TIiP main input from outside the
LKP data will be the ratio Mjv/Mjf. The neutrino scat-
tering experiments reported above (('('FR, CHARM,
COHS) yield a value of .Sfv = 1 - A/(v/A/| = .2256 ±
.0047 while direct, measurements of the VV mass/ Z
mass ratio performed by UA2 and CI)F yield S'jv =
.2*277 ± .0052[28]. These values being compatible are
averaged: Sfv = .2265 ± .0035 and used as such in the
fit. The ns value can be obtained from the fit. (essen-
tially through a measurement of Rf as explained above)
or other iYs measurements can be added. The fit was
performed with the constraint r>i(A/jj) = .123 ± .006
obtained from LKP analysis of event shape variables
calculated to order (v% and incorporating a resiininia-
tion of the leading log terms t,o all orders[29]. Alter-
natively a value nf n s obtained from a world average
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ox = .1 IS ± .007 was US«MI[29].

TIK- value of ay/.;;> used in the fit niiist. ho corrected
l'or offecis of vacuum polarization wliicli are incorpo-
rai od in iln> definition of sur 0^in(M ^). The influence
of lli<> <|iiark loops in I ho running of n is calculated from
dispersion relation and r + r~ — -) — liadron dat.a[30].

The present error on OQI:D(MZ) from uncertainties
in the r+r~ cross section is small but not. negligible,
l o r f ixed i i i , , , r , i » h , M z - (<F v a l u e s , s i n 2 O ^ is c a l -
culated with an error from this source of .0003 to be
compared with the present experimental error on the
measured shr'0,,- of .000G. It has been reported at
this conferonce[31] that incorporating new e+r~ data
armiml 1.5 (JeV (D(1I) and 8 (JeV (Doris) will decrease
the impact of I he QKD error from .003 to .002. This
has not been implemented in the fitting program yet.

0.27
m i, = 3(H) GeV

AFB(H)

sin2e®ff

T

pFB

AFB(bb)

AFB(cc)
Q

FB

Average

combined LEP-SLD data

0.2316 + 0.0012

, _ 0.2327 + 0.0018

_l 0.2338 ± 0.0031

y. 0.2322 + 0.0011

0.2313 ±0.0036

0.2320 ±0.0016

0.2378 ±0.0056

0.2322 ± 0.0006

100

0 225 0.230 0.235 0.240

Figure IiI: Results on siirfljj> determination from the
varions asvinmetrv measurements.

The result of using the various input data together
witIi the values of <ty/-;i) and (>'/• to predict values of
sin'-'fljj^ as function of >;»,„,, (for a fixed value of JH/;)
is present eel in figure 20. A good agreement between

, i-IT

0.26 -

sin," 6 w
M w /M Z (CDF+ UA2 + C D H S + CHARM)

Asymmetries (LEP + SLC)

M7(LEP)

T7 (LEP)
0.25

0.24

0.23

0.22

0 21
' 50 100 150 2(H) 250 3(H)

mT()P(GcV)

Figure 20: Titled sirrfl j^ obtained from n,(Sp and
various nieasurements as a function of iii(or for a fixed
value of »i/,

the various measurements is obtained for intor around
160 GeV. The result of the fitted mtOj< value is insensi-
tive to the as constraint (1 GeV shift for A»s = 005).
The addition of the M\y/Mz measurements shifts the
preferred wu,r by only 2 GeV and improves the mtor

error compared to a fit of LEP data alone by only 12%.
The \'2 of the fit as function of mlor is presented on
figure 21. The final result is

HI,o;, = Ui'2t\j GeV iif(in,,dependence) (30)

Is there a Ihggs mass sensitivity ?

The \- of the global fit can also be studied as func-
tion of the FIiggs boson's mass, as shown in figure 21
and 22. Such a study was already performed last year
on 89-90-91 data and showed a difference of \ 2 of 2 be-
tween mi, = 60 GeV and wh = 1000 GeV. This was
interpreted in some publications as an indication for
a low Higgs mass. However it has since been pointed
out[32] that the global fit sensitivity to the higgs mass
was entirely linked to the value of Hf and was artifi-
cially increased by the fact that the central value of
Rf measured at that time was outside the range of ox-
peeled value within the M.S.M. The Kr value has since
changed by one standard deviation and this effect has
disappeared. The remaining sensitivity of the fit. Io HI;,
is entirely due to the new Ri, measurement (Fig. 22)
the central value of which, as pointed above, is outside
t lie range of allowed value (though still compatible with
MSM prediction within the experimental error).
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Figure 21: \'J of the fit of all the electroweak data as
HiIi(Mion of the top mass for three values of the lliggs
I)OS(Hi-S mass
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incompatible with the MSM, arc inlerpreled Io.yield
MSM parameters.

• there is no lliggs mass sensitivity iu the present
data.

Conclusion

The minimal standard model has passed with sm-ess
all the confrontations of its predictions with data. N<>
statistically significant deviations have been found in
any of the experimental parameters, however it is clear
that the freedom offered by a fitted choice of iri,,,;, and
mi, could hide interesting deviation from the MSM.
Therefore the significance of the high precision data
ivill greatly increase if the top quark is discovered at
the Fermilab coMider arid its mass measured, in the
coming one or two years significant progress should be
made on some of Hie most important parameters:

• the Mw measurements from I)O and ( W should
i-nprove in accuracy to about 100 MeV.

• the SIJ). Ai H high accuracy measurement through
the use of the SLAC polarized beam should yield
asiirfl j ,^ value accurate to about. ± .0004.

• the total Z" width should be known to ± :S MeV
after the 1!)!).'{ scan.

• the accuracy on the Vki,/Vhail ratio has been consid-
erably improved since the Dallas Conference (from
2.4%. to 1.2%). Further progress (to 0.(5% ?) is
still possible but will require ingenuity to reduce
the systematic from model dependence through the
use of calibration with data of these systematic ef-
fects.

• progress in the asyinmet ry results from LKP should
allow the error in the derived siirfl^f to decrease
to ± .004. However in many cases the system-
atic errors are important and the improvement will
depend again on discovering methods of analysis
which allow a calibration of the present systematic
error from the data.

Figure 22: \ - variation of the global fit as function of
the lliggs mass. Results are also shown with the l\/Vi,
measurement removed from the overal fit.

The conclusion is therefore :

• A \ " smaller than four are not significant.

• one should be careful about evaluating probabili-
ties when measurements, whose central values are

Many colleagues have coiitrihuled to this review, I
especially wish to thank A. Dlondel, F. Le Diberder.
M. Martinez and M. Pepe-Altarolli for direct help in the
report préparation. An essential part of this review was
the averaging of the results from the four LKP collabo-
rations. This was done inside the four-LKP-experimcnls
electroweak group composed in IfIfKt of A. lilondel, I.
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